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Travel in style
with AKX
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5-star 
equestrian transportation

In the last 25 years we have been expanding and enhancing our product 
catalogue continuously. Stephex Horsetrucks have become a familiar 
sight in the equestrian world, with trucks now driving all around the 
globe. 
  
Our team has developed an extensive range of trucks suited for every 
type of rider. Enjoy spacious and elegant design solutions with a 
multitude of features and details. With comfort, quality and safety as our 
main goals, we guarantee that you and your equine partner will feel safe 
and at home during your journey.



Trucks
Experience spaciousness with our big trucks. Both built on a Mercedes chassis, the Actros L 
and Actros S each have unique characteristics and advantages, catering to diverse needs. 

Big
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Mercedes Actros LAKXMercedes Actros SAKX
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This AKX is designed for effortless use. With its simplified yet 
comprehensive layout, this horsetruck has all your needs covered. 
Enjoy unmatched ease, functionality, and comfort.

Rubber flooring
Skylights
Temperature registration
Cooling fans
Surveillance camera
Adjustable partitions
Side and rear ramp
Blanket rack
Saddle cupboard
Water Hose
Water tank

Clean water supply 
Waste water tank
Power supply 220 V - 24 V
Outdoor lights
External light motion sensor
Frost free water system
Full air suspension

AKX Mercedes Actros S 2540 
Horse Area Equipment

Chassis: Mercedes Actros S
Weight: 26T

Power (HP): 400
Horses: 6 - 9

Information
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Pop-OutHorse Living

Shower with thermostatic tap
Sink
Cupboard
Electrical socket
Toilet

Bathroom Area

Upholstered walls
Upholstered seats
Apple TV
Flat screen 
Audio system
Split air-conditioning system
Split heating system
Microwave oven
Ceramic cooking top
Refrigerator

Living AreaCabin Area
Small cabin
Manual bed lift
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Arrive at your destination fully ready to use your truck. The 
interior provides a ‘home away from home’ feeling, equipped 
with all the essentials. You’ll find two ever-ready beds, a 
comfortable living area with a dining table, a fully equipped 
kitchen, and a spacious bathroom.

The Interior
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For those who favor a rather bold look, this truck is a must-have. 
Thanks to new technologies, the tailgates are effortless to operate. 
This truck delivers allround top-notch quality and efficiency.

The Exterior
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With innovation as the lead, this truck optimizes efficiency to the absolute 
limit. The seamless utilization possiblities ensure a clear distinction 
between sleeping and living spaces. Packed with high-tech gadgets, this 
Mercedes Actros L  is a standout among other trucks. 

Rubber flooring
Skylights
Temperature registration
Cooling fans
Surveillance camera
Adjustable partitions
Side and rear ramp 
Blanket rack
Saddle cupboard
Water hose
Water tank

Clean water supply
Waste water tank
Power supply 220 V -  24 V
Outdoor lights
External light motion detector
Frost free water system
Full air suspension

AKX Mercedes Actros L 2551
Horse Area Equipment

Chassis: Mercedes Actros L
Weight: 26T

Power (HP): 510
Horses: 6 - 9

Information
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Horse Living Pop-Out

Shower with thermostatic tap
Sink
Cupboard
Electrical socket
Toilet

Bathroom Area

Upholstered walls
Upholstered seats
Apple TV
Flat screen
Audio system
Split air-conditioning system
Split heating system
Microwave oven
Ceramic cooking top
Refrigerator

Living AreaCabin Area
Big Cabin
Electric bed lift
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The Interior
Indulge in hotel-style luxury with two king size beds, a spacious 
bathroom, kitchen and ample storage space. Easily create more 
room to move around by effortlessly adjusting the electric bed up 
or down with the touch of a button. This truck offers remarkable 
versatility in various aspects. 
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The Exterior
The modern design of the truck is not to be missed. Featuring two 
secure tailgates, it prioritizes both style and safety for horses and 
riders. Besides that, all your supplies are securely transported 
thanks to external storage space.
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This dark look, complemented by deep hues and shades, 
embraces a rich and opulent atmosphere. This moodboard is 
ideal for those who seek to infuse a touch of refined elegance 
into their surroundings.

Midnight Bloom
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The light moodboard exudes a pristine and refreshing atmosphere, 
characterized by its clean appearance. It primarily showcases a palette 
of white and light grays, evoking a sense of purity and simplicity. These 
soft, serene colors create a tranquil and airy ambiance.

Light Dusk



Trucks
Experience the same level of luxury you’d find in a big truck, all within the compact form 
of our 2H trucks. Whether built on a Opel Movano or Renault Master chassis, these trucks 
require only a B license and provide all the amenities you need.

2H
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Opel Movano 
Single CabinAKX AKX Renault Master 

Double Cabin
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Packed with all the necessary features, the Opel Movano 
ensures a comfortable journey. The horse area is thoughtfully 
designed with a focus on safety, featuring a stallion layout. 
The cabin provides a smooth and comfortable ride to your 
destination.

Type: AKX 2H
Chassis: Opel Movano
Dimension: 6.2m x 2.1m x 2.8m

Power (HP) : 165
Weight: 3.5T

2H Opel Movano

Information

Cabin Area Horse Area

Single Cabin
Seats with armrests
Radio / Bluetooth - GPS
Electric windows and mirrors
Central locking system
Air conditioning
Manual gearbox
Cruise control
Fog lights
Light and rain sensor
Camera

Adjustable partition
Electrical air extractor
Skylight and lateral 
windows
LED lighting blue/white
Tackroom with saddle and 
bridle holders
Rubber flooring
Fastening chains
Trailer hitch
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Looking for extra space while driving a 2H truck? 
The Renault Master has you covered. Its double cabin seating 
5 people, ample horse area, and dedicated equipment space 
make it the perfect travel companion.

Type: AKX 2H
Chassis: Renault Master
Dimension: 6.5m x 2.1m x 2.8m

Power (HP) : 165
Weight: 3.5T

2H Renault Master

Information

Cabin Area Horse Area

Double Cabin
Seats with armrests
Radio / Bluetooth - GPS
Electric windows and mirrors
Central locking system
Air conditioning
Manual gearbox
Cruise control
Fog lights
Light and rain sensor
Camera

Adjustable partition
Electrical air extractor
Skylight and lateral 
windows
LED lighting blue/white
Tackroom with saddle and 
bridle holders
Rubber flooring
Fastening chains
Trailer hitch
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Our References

The AKX crosses borders to France, where 
international top rider Julien Epaillard 
owns not one, but two of our AKX trucks. 
"AKX offers a great value for the price. Our 
AKX 7 horses with pop-out is already at the 
show with us. It’s super!".

A true luminary in the world of 
international show jumping, Wilm 
Vermeir is a name that resonates with 
excellence, dedication, and remarkable 
achievements in the equestrian arena. 

Nicola Philippaerts is a renowned 
figure in the world of competitive show 
jumping. With a career marked by 
exceptional horsemanship and a passion 
for the sport, Nicola has consistently 
captured the hearts of both fans and 
fellow riders alike.

Julien Epaillard Wilm VermeirNicola Philippaerts
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tom.kerkhofs@stephex.com
+32 2 269 88 75  
+32 478 447 663
www.stephexhorsetrucks.com 

Lovegemstraat 15,  
1861 Meise, Belgium 

Tom KerkhofsSTEPHEX Horsetrucks 

Get in Touch

The equine sport is a global endeavor, and 
we tailor our services accordingly. We have 
handpicked our dealers for their exceptional 
expertise, professionalism, and unwavering 
dedication ensuring customer satisfaction. 
Simply scan the QR code to locate a nearby 
dealer.

Our Premium Dealers
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+32 23 194 194
Service@stephex.com

+32 2 319 52 52
info@stxfinance.com

Contact Stephex Service Contact STX Finance

Customer Care
Our number one priority is your satisfaction. At our Customer Care center, 
we focus on two key pillars: Stephex Service and STX Finance. Our team of 
skilled technicians provide top-notch vehicle maintenance. The finance and 
insurance packages are tailored to meet your needs. With Stephex by your 
side, you can tackle any project with confidence. 
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STX FINANCE
STX Finance was established a few years ago when we recognized the need 
for a quick and simple financing solution for clients purchasing our horse 
trucks. Since then, STX Finance has scaled rapidly due to high demand. Today 
it finances more than 60% of the purchased STX trucks. This allows many 
riders to transport their horses from show to show.  
  
We offer financing solutions to a wide range of specific situations. Applying for 
STX Finance can be easily finalized and you can be driving your truck the very 
next day. 

STX
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We provide a comprehensive after-sales support service to ensure 
that your experience with our products remains outstanding. Whether 
you have questions, concerns, or require maintenance or repairs, 
we have you covered. Our dedicated team is ready to promptly and 
efficiently address any issues that may arise, so you can continue to 
enjoy the full benefits of your purchase with peace of mind. 
 

Download the Stephex Service App to get the most out of your 

Stephex Horsetrucks. Access vital information about your 

trucks and receive assistance directly on your iPhone or iPad.

Stephex Service App

STEPHEX SERVICE
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See you soon!
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